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1 Introduction

The class of well-posed linear systems as introduced by Salamon [5] has become a
well-understood class of systems, see e.g. the work of Weiss [8] and the book of
Staffans [7]. Many partial partial differential equations with boundary control and
point observation can be formulated as a well-posed linear system. In parallel to the
development of well-posed linear systems, the class of diffusive systems has been de-
veloped, independently, by [6,

�
5] and [4]. This class is used to model systems for

which the impulse response has a long tail, i.e., decays slowly, or systems with a diffu-
sive nature, like the Lokshin model in acoustics, see [2]. Another class of models are
the fractional differential equations, i.e., a system which has fractional powers of � in
its transfer function, see e.g. [3].

2 Summary of the results

A well-posed linear system is a system with space space � , input space � , and output
space � , all Hilbert spaces, of the following form
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for which we have that for all � �+* � and � *-,/.021�3 �����4��56��7 � � there exists a state
trajectory ���
	%� which is continuous with values in � , and an output trajectory ! *
,�.021�3 ��8 �4��56��7 � � . A well-posed system is said to be regular, when the transfer function
has a (strong) limit for �$9 5 . If the system is regular, then this limit equals & .

A diffusive linear systems on ���4��56� is of the form
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where M is a positive measure without singular part and satisfying H I� �POQ�R>N�TS"UFK�MWV
�X5 . Using Engel and Nagel [1], we show that the homogeneous equation generates a
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self-adjoint, contractive and analytic semigroup on the state space �  , . ��8 �4��5-���%KNM � .
Furthermore, we show that any diffusive linear system is a regular well-posed system
with & -term equal to zero.

The well-posed system associated to the diffusive linear system is always approx-
imately observable and controllable, and the measure M determines the stability of the
semigroup. That is, it is exponentially stable if and only if M���8 �4� � ���  � for some
��� � and it is strongly stable if and only if �����	��
 � M���8 �4� � ������ .

We illustrate the obtained results on some standard examples of diffusive systems.
The proof of above results is not complicated, and hence diffusive systems form

an easy class within the general class of well-posed linear systems. This has two
important consequences:

� The theory as developed for well-posed linear systems, like feedback, intercon-
nection, etc, is directly applicable to diffusive systems;

� New notions and results for the class of well-posed systems can be illustrated
by means of diffusive systems, without having to use deep results on functional
analysis or partial differential equations.
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